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Duty roster 

6 February, Casey Fields 
John Thomson (R), Gerald 
McIver Snr, Rhonda Kennedy  
 
13 February, Dunlop Road 
Richard Dobson (R), Walter 
Savini (TC), Mal Jones (TC), 
Nick Hainal (TC), Carmine 
Soriano, Craig Everard, Greg 
Harvey, Vaughn Bowman, 
Tayfun Ugrasbul, Pat Healy, Phil 
Smith, David Casey, Victor 
Karafilis, Anthony Lateo, Emma 
Anderson, Simon Bone, Michael 
Allen (Boronia) 
 
If rostered for duty, you must be there 
at least 1 hour before start time. It’s 
your responsibility to find a replacement 
if unable to do your duty, then advise 
Andrew Buchanan, 
tiptop2@optusnet.com.au  
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Nick Tapp 
nick.tapp@detail-ed.com.au  

 

 

 

Racing returned last week to Gruyere, and that hill on Killara Road looms large in 
all race reports. Loomed larger and larger as the race wore on, it would seem. (I 
wonder, did the riders on Thursday’s first stage of the Herald Sun Tour even notice 
it …) Now it’s back to flatter courses for several weeks—Casey Fields this week, 
then Dunlop Road, METEC, and an outing to Lake Learmonth, near Ballarat, on 27 
February, courtesy of Eureka CC. Put that one in your diary. 

Also inside is  a response to last week’s item on the proposed New South Wales 
bike laws—which are potentially relevant to bike riders in other states as well, 
should they catch on. 

And, in case you missed the Club Secretary’s email earlier in the week, please 
take note that VVCC rules mandate a tail light (static, not flashing) on your bike for 
all races, including criteriums, and on all courses, including METEC and Casey 
Fields. We have been warned. 

 

 
 
Presentation time at Gruyere last  week 
Photo: Peter Mackie 
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Graded scratch races, Gruyere, 30 January 
 

Grade 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

A grade (16) Sean Wilkeson David De Pedro Jean-Philippe Leclercq   

B grade (20) Paul Firth Steven Foster Doug Reynolds Paul Anderson Tim Maffey 

C grade (20) Nathan White Tim Crowe Rob De Bernardi Andrew Wedderburn Bob Lewis 

D grade (8) Keith Wade Ken Allan Neil Cartledge   

E grade (10) Paula McGovern Max Michelson Peter Gray   

 

David De Pedro and J-P Leclercq, 
A grade. The photos on these pages are 
just a few of many taken by Colin 
Doherty’s mate Philip Russell on 
Saturday. 
Photo: Philip Russell 

 



 

 

 

Owen Anstey has a dig off the front of B 
grade. 
Photo: Philip Russell 

 

Paul Firth finishes them off on the last 
ascent of Killara Road hill. 
Photo: Philip Russell 



 

 

 

C grade rolls out to play. 
Photo: Philip Russell 

 

Jim Swainston leads E grade off. 
Photo: Philip Russell 

  



 

 

A grade 

Gruyere – one of my favourite road circuits! 

Felt good during the warm-up,two laps to feel the 
legs. 

Race was starting, the usual neutral was not 
neutral – as I thought, this race was not going to 
be peaceful. Phil Smith was the first one to attack 
and to attack again. I was watching the attacks, I 
was not confident attacking and to expose myself 
too early, especially on the hill. On the first hill, 
tempo was high, limiting the chance of a big 
attack. There were a few moderate attacks on the 
flat and hill, until lap 4. 

Here we go, on lap 4 and on the hill, there was a 
big attack and a break of six guys was 
established. I was in the break and the following 
lap was very intense. Then, having a good gap to 
the chasing bunch, the pace decreased. To keep 
a good average speed, we were taking turns for 
about five laps – well, except for one or two riders 
sneaking at the back. 

On lap 9, Phil S. got back onto us, but at the 
same time, on the hill, another big attack was 
launched. Sean Wilkeson, David De Pedro and 
myself got away from the other four riders. On the 
second-last lap, on the hill, I started to struggle 
and went deep to stay with the two boys. On the 
last lap, I knew I had little chance in the sprint 
against Sean and David, and, with tired legs, 
decided to just forget about it. On the last hill, 
David and Sean attacked, I did not respond, I 
kept same speed, knowing I had a safe gap to the 
guys behind. Sean took 1st, David 2nd and me 
3rd after about 50 metres. 

Another good EVCC race, well organised, safe 
and with almost perfect weather conditions. 
Happy with 3rd place, considering the quality field 
today. 

Jean-Philippe Leclercq 

B grade 

Great weather, good-sized B-grade bunch, good 
course. What more could one ask? The tough 

nature of this course seems a bit of a turn-off for 
many riders, but we had a good-sized bunch 
starting, always making for a more interesting 
race. 

Our race started steady enough for the first 
couple of laps until, second time up the hill, Paul 
Firth decided to drop the gear, up the revs and 
see who really could ride up the hill fast enough. 
Over the top, he had his answer – he was it. Soon 
Peter Bertelsen and I joined Paul for a bit of a dig 
off the front. I must admit, with 10 laps to go, my 
enthusiasm wasn’t quite there, but a lap later it 
was all back together anyway. 

The next few laps rolled by with an occasional 
move, mostly out of the uphill corner past the 
finish line, but general the pace was not too hard. 
With a couple of bunches caught along the way, 
and the race heading into its final stages, the 
climb started to get a little quicker. There was a 
sense of anticipation from about three to go, that 
something would happen any moment. 

But it wasn’t until the final climb, and my 
recollection of Paul doing a bit of a runner on his 
own over the hill last time I raced here, that it was 
time to put the foot down. From about halfway up 
the hill, I accelerated hard, and Paul was fairly 
quick to respond, with Peter upping the pace as 
well. Almost to the top, I looked around and 
realised I was about to get passed by Paul, and 
the rest of the bunch were not far behind. 
Definitely not part of the plan! 

Over the top and Paul kept going, but suddenly it 
seemed several in the bunch had no interest in 
trying to stay close. That moment when a little 
action from a few can bring it all back together 
had passed quickly. But then the realisation that 
the race was slipping away was finally enough to 
see some new faces at the front, as Paul rode 
strongly towards the finish only a kilometre away. 
Everyone in the chase group, it seemed, was 
looking for a breather until, with about 500 metres 
to go, Steve Foster made his move, jumping from 
the back of the chasing group, to try and chase 
Paul down. I followed but struggled to stay with 
Steve, who finished strongly for 2nd as I rolled in 
for 3rd. Paul Anderson and Tim Maffey proved 



 

 

the best of the rest, as we all no doubt reviewed 
what went wrong, what should be done differently 
next time and how the hell Paul can ride uphill on 
such a tiny, tiny gear, so fast! 

From about 20 starters, less than half were left at 
the finish, pretty typical on this testing circuit, 
where the hill seems to progressively grow each 
lap. To my mind the standout performance of the 
day was Dale Maizels, who was still there at the 
finish, showing just how tough she is. 

Doug Reynolds 

 

Question: What do you call 19 guys drafting on 
Dale Maizels? 

Answer: B grade ha ha. I thought of that during 
the early, easy laps of the race while a) Dale was 
up near the front – often on the front – and b) I 
had sufficient spare oxygen in my body for some 
to reach the brain. 

That wasn’t the case for much longer. Third time 
up the hill, a group of three gapped the rest of us 
significantly. Paul Firth was among them, I 
couldn’t identify the other culprits, being too far 
back and suffering blurred vision. Paul Anderson 
leapt off the back of the chasing pack 
approaching the finish line and bridged the 80 
metres or so to the leaders in the blink of an eye 
– no one was able to jump on his wheel. 

Having bridged across, it seemed that Paul had 
proved his point, and he soft-pedalled back to the 
pack and dropped off the back. Two laps later, 
when he got back on, he suggested he might 
have red-lined it too hard for too long. I couldn't 
disagree! 

Meanwhile, the frantic chasing of around 15 other 
guys meant that in stages, most of us got back on 
just in time to head up the hill again. (Phil Taylor 
later told me he didn't get back on, just one of a 
number of riders that wouldn’t be riding with the 
pack again that day.) 

Guess what the leaders did going up the hill? 
That’s right, just when most of us didn't need it. 

Paul was there again, Steve Foster, Owen 
Anstey, and possibly Doug Reynolds and Dave 
Thompson, leaving a bunch of strong riders 
including Dale, Peter Mackie, Colin Doherty, John 
Thompson, Rus Wheelhouse and Bruce Will 
chasing hard all the way to the finish line to get 
back on. 

The repetition on the fifth lap was disrupted by a 
turtle crossing the road through the peloton. 
Amazingly, nearly 40 wheels passed within 
inches of it, yet it survived unscathed. The 
marshal at the summit was alerted, and he 
assisted it safely across the road, and no doubt 
saved a few of us the embarrassment of being 
overtaken by it on the next lap. 

Laps 7–9 seemed a little easier, with either no 
break, or maybe I had hung on to the leaders 
right up to the crest. I had slurped an energy gel 
and was beginning to feel comfortable for the first 
time in 20 km, but Dale pointed out that it was just 
the calm before the storm – they were taking a 
break before the next blitz. Just like a wife, she 
proved to be right, and on the 10th ascent I, along 
with a few others, became detached. I had a nice 
sit on Colin Doherty, and was drawing back up to 
the pack, when he accelerated into the bottom 
corner and opened a tantalising 20 metres that I 
just could not bridge. Result was, he got back on, 
I didn’t. Reaching the end of the finishing straight, 
turning myself inside out but still 40 metres off the 
back, I decided to refuel with another gel, but 
alas, it failed to work. 

The pack kicked in again along the undulating 
stretch and I was history – fifth or sixth to be 
dropped. 

Stopping at the bell allowed me to watch the 
finish, and it was Paul Firth first to come into view. 
He had kicked away from the few survivors at the 
top of the last hill, and had a reasonable gap on 
the fast-finishing Steve Foster. Doug Reynolds 
got 3rd, a fully recovered Paul Anderson 4th and 
Tim Maffey rounded out the money places. All 
were strung out by the attacks – survival of the 
fittest.  

A few hundred metres back, Dale finished with a 



 

 

group of Croydon tops, Bruce Will and Owen 
Anstey were a bit back from them, and Rus 
Wheelhouse, dropped on lap 11, finished his first 
B grade race. 

It was a tough and competitive race, won by the 
strongest riders, who left nothing to chance. I was 
looking for a hard hit-out and certainly got it! 
Shame we only get to Gruyere so infrequently 
during the summer. 

As for Paul Firth’s nomination for A grade, I am 
happy to second it – he fully deserves the 
elevation! Maybe he can take a few of his mates 
up with him. 

Thanks to all marshals and officials on a well-
managed event. 

John Williams 

D grade 

Despite the forecast of possible showers, the 
weather turned out to be ideal for racing, just a bit 
of a headwind down the back straight and 
otherwise fine and mild. I had an easy warm-up 
lap with Colin Mortley before the start, and I must 
say that coming back up the big hill I was 
struggling. Colin eased ahead while my legs 
muscles were stinging. Anyway, the race 
eventually got underway with eight of us taking it 
relatively easily for the first lap. Dean Niclasen 
was looking great on his brand new bright red 
machine and Allan Chiong hanging in strongly.  

My experience with D grade on this circuit is that 
the race is mostly about the hill, so I found it 
interesting afterwards to look at the Strava times I 
recorded on the ‘Giant Celtic Killara Climb’. That 
first lap was at 2 min 29 seconds. The second lap 
was significantly faster at 2:18, and I think it was 
about then we lost Dean and Allan. The rest were 
looking OK with Nick Hainal and Ken Allan 
prominent out the front at times and Colin being 
attentive with any surges.  

Laps 3, 4, 5 and 6 were all completed with times 
on the climb between 2:20 and 2:30, Neil 
Cartledge I think using the tactic of letting the 

faster riders use up their energy on the hill and 
catching them on the downhill. Anyway, towards 
the end I noticed that the pace was slackening, 
lap 7 hill taking 2:41 and lap 8 not much faster at 
2:39. I figured that everyone was conserving 
energy for the last lap, and I was happy to do the 
same. Though Geoff Youl, who had been quietly 
covering all moves up until then, told me he was 
‘just hanging in’ at this stage. 

Come the last lap, I had singled out Ken as the 
danger man and was going to follow him on the 
hill, but as we progressed up the hill, nothing 
happened. We were well onto the steeper section 
when I finally decided that I’d better give it a go, 
putting everything I had left into the effort. The 
legs felt great, none of the problems I felt in the 
warm-up lap and the time was the fastest of the 
race at 2:13. I had no idea what was happening 
behind me, but I knew when I finally breasted the 
top of the hill that, on this circuit, you can’t then 
just coast down the hill to the finish. I put all that I 
had left into the descent, all the time expecting to 
be overhauled by the cavalcade, and was 
amazed when I finally crossed the line still by 
myself. Ken came in soon after for 2nd, then Neil 
3rd. Thanks guys, I think we all put in honest 
efforts on the day. 

Keith Wade 

E grade 

Always a lovely trip to Gruyere and we rounded 
up a very diverse group for our grade. Youth, 
experience, exuberance and everything in 
between! For most of us this evaporated with 
each ascent of the hill. It was great to see the 
community support for the cricket match on the 
‘Village Green’. On the first lap it was obvious that 
Paula and Max had a fair bit of get up and go. 
Max and Katrina were new faces so it was 
interesting to see how they slotted in. Most of my 
write-up will come from my imagination as I 
wasn’t there for long. It is amazing the things you 
notice when you are riding around by yourself. 
Always interesting to see what the farmers are up 
to on a quiet Saturday afternoon! 

I hopped off after five laps and watched our finish 



 

 

and was very relieved to see only two riders, 
Paula and Max, contest the finish. I wasn't the 
only one who got dropped. Relief! Peter 
Gray dashed past B grade to take 3rd and a few 
hardy souls trickled in after, one being the 
durable Ray Watts. 

Well, the Sun Tour will zap along Killara Road on 
Thursday at a somewhat faster rate! 

Thanks to all who made the day possible. See 
you at Casey. 

Jim Swainston 

Tuesday night racing at METEC, 2 February 
 

Grade 1st 2nd 3rd 

A grade (11) Peter Howard Richard Abel Chris Hughson  

B grade (18) Grant Greenhalgh Paul Semmens Walter Savini 

C grade (15) Daniel Oldfield Adrian Zubovic Andrew Wedderburn 

D grade (8) Nathan Dewar Chris Sheers Ken Allan 
 

There was no racing at the Loop on Wednesday owing to the rain.  



 

 

News etc. 
 

Liz Randall 

The Victorian Cyclist of the Year awards for 2015 were presented at Federation Square this week, just 
before the start of the Herald Sun Tour prologue. Winner of the Masters (Women) category was Eastern 
member Liz Randall. Congratulations, Liz! 

 

 

The winners of the 
Victorian Cyclist of 
the Year 2015 
awards – Liz Randall 
is third from the left. 

 

Concussion in sport: free public lecture 

This might be interesting. As part of the Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health’s 2016 series of 
free public lectures, Associate Professor Paul McCrory will deliver a lecture titled ‘Concussion in sport: Its 
impact on the brain – from young kids through to elite athletes’. It’s on Wednesday 6 April from 6.30 to 
7.30 pm at the Florey Institute in Parkville. For more information, call 1800 063 693 or email 
info@florey.edu.au.  



 

 

  

New South Wales bike laws 

In the last newsletter, Rob Suter argued that it would benefit cyclists to carry a licence, as proposed in New 
South Wales. Doug Reynolds responds below. 

I read Rob Suter’s comments with interest and add my thoughts below. 

It seems to me after 45 years of cycling and several major accidents involving motor vehicles (all 
where the motorist was found at fault), and as someone who has ridden extensively in many 
different countries, that requiring cyclists to carry a licence would have had no effect on the situation 
in which cyclists now find themselves. That, together with the actions of a NSW State Government, 
which has a long history of discouraging cycling, in contrast to Victoria, makes me wary of the real 
motives for introducing this licence. 

Motorists seems to fall into one of three categories. The first, thankfully, are the majority, who 
occasionally miss seeing a cyclist, but generally are careful and respectful of our rights as legitimate 
road users. The second are those whose judgement is often suspect, driving way too close when 
passing cyclists and generally oblivious to their impact on other road users. The third is the small 
number who are outright abusive of cyclists, content to run them off the road, throw items at them 
and take other actions that simply put cyclists’ lives at risk. 

Most cyclists I know don’t need legislation to force them to carry identification; common sense is 
enough. Most already pay registration on motor vehicles that they don’t use when they are actually 
cycling. Most are generally in better physical condition than less active community members. 

The most common argument I hear for bicycle registration is that it would allow motorists to report 
cyclists who do the wrong thing. Car registrations have been in place for about a century, and how 
many motorists have ever felt compelled to report other motorists for doing the wrong thing? The 
argument is irrelevant. 

How much thought is given to the cost to families, who hopefully encourage their children to cycle? 
Surely encouraging more cycling and finding ways for the car-driving community to accept the 
benefits of such participation is a more worthy goal. 

Finally, it is often not realised that, at last count, over 22,000 cyclists commute into Melbourne CBD 
every day, and that number is rising. If Victoria followed the NSW route, discouraging cycling, would 
motorists be happy to share the road with fewer cyclists but even more motorists? Those rednecks 
Rob mentions might then come to even more prominence, venting against an increased number of 
motorists, rather than a reduced number of cyclists – but rednecks they will remain. 

Doug Reynolds 

 

You’ll find more information on the proposed NSW laws at the Bicycle Network website: 
https://www.bicyclenetwork.com.au/general/policy-and-campaigns/3845/ 

 

https://www.bicyclenetwork.com.au/general/policy-and-campaigns/3845/


 

 

Future events 
 

Eastern Vets 

For other events, please refer to page 1 of this newsletter, or go to http://easternvets.com/roster/  

Note: Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time. Handicap 
entries close the Tuesday before the race. Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of participation. Fees are 
due on race day; entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been paid. 
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps. Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to the 
handicapper or on any race day prior to the event. 

Northern Vets 

For more details go to http://www.northerncycling.com/  

Training rides 
 

 

Day/Time/Place Route Style Contact 

Tuesdays 9:30 am 
(9:00 am during DST) 

Main Yarra Trail (meet 
under Burke Road 
overpass) 

Under Burke Road on 
Main Yarra Trail to 
Southbank via Yarra 
Boulevard and bike paths 
along the river and return 

Social, bike paths and 
roads, coffee @ 
Southbank 

Keithb33@optusnet.com.au 

Sunday mornings 

Beach Road Ride. Leave 
8.00 am sharp. 
Meet at Peanut Farm 
Reserve, cnr Blessington 
& Chaucer Sts, St Kilda 

Ride along Beach Rd to 
Frankston. 10 min stop. 
Then ride back to St Kilda 
(approx. 65 km) 

Social ride, coffee back at 
St Kilda 

 

Saturday mornings 
(7.30 am) and 
Sundays/public holidays 
(8.00 am) 

Meet at Ringwood Clock 
towers, Maroondah Hwy, 
Ringwood 

Maroondah Hwy to 
Carlton for coffee, then 
return 

Fast social  

http://easternvets.com/roster/
http://www.northerncycling.com/


 

 

Sponsors 
 

   
  

  
 


